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Catering
In his third and final
article Turpin Smale
Catering Consultants’
Charles Manners looks
at outsourcing and
volunteers

Food for
thought
3. Outsourcing
and using
volunteers
he operation of a café can be
challenging and time consuming, so
outsourcing is tempting. If managed
well and the right catering partner is found
it can make a real difference to the visitor
experience. There are pros and cons – what
it is not is an abdication of the responsibility
to manage and integrate the catering offer
into the visitor experience.
Going down the outsourced route results in a
loss of control, although a good commerciallydriven operator who understands the
museum’s culture can add real value. We are
always reluctant to advise museums to enter
into long contracts of five years+ in exchange
for the offer of capital (often much needed).
Whilst this may well be the only solution,

T

committing to a partner whose strategic
direction could be different and unaligned with
the museum’s in five years’ time is a real risk.
The growth of artisan cafés has resulted in
more commercially sound operators seeking
to expand; add in the number of contract
caterers and a good number of potential
partners are in the mix. But when there are
sales of less than £300,000 per year it can be
difficult to find a commercial partner; this is
where the local operator may be the solution.
Sadly, we see many contracts where the
potential sales were over promised (visitor
numbers), and when you add in the
contractor’s optimistic view and sales which
don’t deliver the expected commercial
outcomes for both parties, antagonism can
result. Realistic sales forecasts and commission
levels, with a well-managed set of key
performance indicators (KPI’s) and regular
client/contractor meetings will ensure the
outsourced solution works for both parties.
At smaller museums and visitor attractions
where catering sales do not commercially
allow either an outsourced catering offer or a
commercial in-house offer, we are seeing the
increasing use of volunteers to help in both
catering and retail areas. Whilst volunteers
have been a core component at many
museums their use in catering has been
limited, but this is changing. Providing they
have the appropriate food hygiene training,
volunteers can be a welcome addition to any
in-house team and can complement paid staff.
Ensuring that visitors know from the menu
that all profits go to the museum, and the
staff is a mix of paid and volunteers is always
a positive!
Getting the balance right in outsourcing and/or
the use of volunteers depends on the culture
of the organisation and its values, aims and
objectives. However, in an era when (local)
government support is reducing, and
competition for visitors’ time and their pounds
is increasing, all options need to be considered.
www.turpinsmale.co.uk

Working silk mill wins
HLF funds – and
Accreditation
Whitchurch Silk Museum on the River Test in Hampshire
has gained museum Accreditation hot on the heels of news
of £1.7 million Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) support
towards the regeneration and redevelopment of the Grade II*
listed mill’s Georgian buildings and Victorian machinery. Its chair, Christine
Beresford, says: “It has been a long-held ambition for the Silk Mill to get Arts Council England
museum accreditation, and it’s a remarkable achievement for a small mill in Whitchurch to join the likes
of the V&A and the British Museum in this scheme”. The only working silk mill in Britain open to the
public, the Preserving the Fabric project aims to establish its financial sustainability. The project will see
urgent repairs and essential conservation, as well as the introduction of an educational programme, new
exhibition and learning spaces, and a shop extension enabling the relocation of the café to street level
to make the most of passing trade. A new generation will be trained to ensure the survival of the skills
needed to operate the mill. Whitchurch Silk Mill was built in 1815 and was in continuous use until 1985,
when it was saved, and opened to the public in 1990 under the management of Whitchurch Silk Mill
Trust. Pictured are trustees celebrating the mill’s Accreditation award.
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In Brief
Integrate museums more fully,
ACE told
The tailored review of Arts Council
England (ACE) has concluded that
the body remains the most appropriate
model to deliver its functions, and heard
a positive message about the organisation
from key stakeholders in the recent
consultation. Lean and efficient, the
organisation drew complimentary
comments about its staff, their visibility
and engagement. Many stakeholders felt
ACE was at a high point in its history.
The survey results for its museum sector
work were a little more nuanced, with
only 47% thinking it was doing very or
fairly well at supporting museum
development, and ACE was still seen
primarily as an arts-focused organisation,
despite its remit extending to museums
and libraries (since 2011). “Stakeholders
to whom the review team spoke talked
very positively about the Arts Council’s
museums team, whom they saw as
engaged, knowledgeable and committed,”
the review states. “However, stakeholders
noted concerns that beyond this
dedicated team, awareness of museums
and their specific issues was not widely
ingrained in the culture of the Arts
Council; issues such as managing
collections and property rather than
producing art.” But the report goes on
to say that the review team is confident
these issues could be successfully
addressed, especially with the recent
appointment of Sir Nicholas Serota as
chair. The report recommends that ACE
needs to ensure museums and libraries
are fully integrated into the organisation’s
culture and strategic priorities, building on
the positive steps it has already taken
towards integrating funding for these
sectors. http://tinyurl.com/n6gwk7n

John Glen becomes Arts,
Heritage & Tourism minister
Following the election responsibilities
have been divided up differently at the
Department for Digital Culture Media &
Sport. Karen Bradley remains the Culture
secretary, but Matt Hancock now takes
responsibility for Digital, while John Glen,
MP for Salisbury, becomes the new Arts,
Heritage & Tourism minister, with
responsibility for arts, culture, heritage,
museums, public libraries, National Archives
and tourism. Formerly Parliamentary
Private Secretary to Philip Hammond,
he previously worked for Eric Pickles and
Sajid Javid in the same role. His interests
are policy development, youth issues,
armed forces, foreign affairs, education
and health.

